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ABSTRACT 
 
This Bachelor’s thesis was commissioned by AFRY Finland Oy. The 
purpose of the thesis was to study variations of connection against shear 
forces in precast concrete wall elements. The thesis concentrated on 
three loading cases according to different consequences classes, CC2a, 
CC2b, and CC3a-b. Following up these consequence classes, designing tie 
or connection types and calculating tie forces were studied. 
  
An example of office building was presented and analysed. In this 
example project, vertical shear was calculated and a suitable connection 
was chosen. As a result, the modelling technique or setting for 
connection was indicated in Tekla Structures. These settings in Tekla can 
be used as a reference in the company in future projects. In addition, the 
best practice or working solutions were provided based on site 
comments and design efficiency.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and motivation  
Precast concrete structures are widely used currently. It is undeniable 
that they provide a timesaving, cost effective construction process and a 
better possibility to control the quality, compared to in-situ cast concrete 
structures. However, one of the difficulties rising in precast concrete 
structures is the matter of well-performing connections between precast 
elements. These connections act as the most important role in ensuring 
strong structural behaviour of the connection such as simple, semi-rigid 
or rigid connections. Different from cast in-situ concrete structures which 
all the reinforcement and concrete cast are flexibly accomplished on site, 
in order to ensure continuity and load transfer between the precast 
elements, the connections for precast elements are usually demanded to 
be established in narrow zones. (Jørgensen, 2014, p. 1) 
 
Understanding the difficulty, a study for the various connections solution 
was carried out according to the Eurocode and National building code of 
Finland. This thesis only studies concrete wall element connection 
regarding shear joints.  
1.2 Objectives 
The objective of the thesis is to study the variation of connections in 
concrete wall elements against consequence classes. These connections 
were U-bar loop and wire loop. To accomplish this thesis, on-site 
experience and theoretical calculation study were performed. The aim 
was to study and summarize the variation of connections that can be 
used for shear resistance of wall in different loading situations. 
Moreover, the seam reinforcement was taken into consideration to 
support the full connection between wall elements. 
1.3 Organisation of the thesis 
The thesis is organized into two main parts. Part one gives information 
about concrete wall panel, function of joints, different consequence 
classes and how loads are transmitted through the wall elements when 
they have been formed as simple, semi-rigid or rigid components. Part 
two is about ROBOT calculation and modelling or setting the connection 
between pre-cast wall elements in Tekla Structures, especially for shear 
connection. Three types of loads acting on wall were studied, i.e. normal, 
semi-heavy and heavy case according to different consequence class, 
CC2a-CC3b, defined in Eurocode and National building code of Finland. A 
variation of connection and seam connection are made with U-bars and 
wire loops. 
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2 LOADS ON SHEAR WALL ELEMENT 
2.1 Shear wall 
A shear wall is a structural panel that resists lateral loads which are 
parallel to the plane of the wall, especially wind and seismic loads. Shear 
wall plays an important role in large, high-rise buildings, or buildings in 
high wind and seismic activity area. Shear walls can be placed at the 
perimeter of the buildings. They may also form a shear core, a lift shaft or 
a stairwell for example. The role of shear walls is to act as vertical 
cantilevers in order to transfer the horizontal loads to the structural 
foundations (Bill, John, & Ray, 2007, p. 48) 
 
The shear wall can act as stabilising system to resist horizontal loads in its 
own plane. The wall behaves as one structural unit made of interacting 
wall elements. This structural interaction needs to be secured by 
structural connections which can resist the demanded shear forces, 
tensile forces and compressive forces according to Figure 1 below
 
Figure 1 In-plane action of precast wall, a) shear force, b) compressive 
and tensile force (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 8) 
 
If there is a nominal stiffness in wall joints or slab joints, the wall or slab 
structure will act as a series of beams. In such a way, there will be a 
smaller load carrying capacity than homogeneous structures. Moreover, 
when the joints are stiffer, the series of shear walls will become more 
homogeneous. An internal moment and shear force in walls are created 
by a horizontal load which also induces normal and shear stresses in the 
vertical and horizontal sections. (BCA, 2001, p. 20) 
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Figure 2 Shear and normal stresses distribute on shear wall (BCA, 2001, p. 
21) 
 
If the components interact, the horizontal load transfers to horizontal 
and vertical shear joint, as shown in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows that 
the action of vertical load is different from one wall to other, which will 
result in shear forces at adjoining connections. This depends on the span 
of the walls. In Figure 2(c), the vertical joint between the two walls has to 
resist shear force which is formed by vertical loads. Stirrups and locking 
bars have to be installed in order to prevent possible horizontal wall 
deflections, according to Figure 2(d). In the last figure, Figure 2(e) 
indicates that the vertical joint must be locked in order to avoid the risk 
of horizontal wall deflection. (BCA, 2001, p. 21) 
 
In the case of non-uniform vertical load acting on wall, there will be 
uniformly distributed vertical stresses in the next horizontal joint which is 
shown in Figure 3 below. Shear force in wall to wall connections will be 
induced. (BCA, 2001, p. 21) 
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Figure 3 Normal and shear stresses in wall created by non-uniform 
vertical load (BCA, 2001, p. 21) 
 
The shear wall can be considered as homogeneous when the horizontal 
load on the structure is increased at the point where the limiting shear 
stress is reached in the joint. Up to this load, according to the theory of 
plasticity, the horizontal bearing capacity is also assumed to be fully 
utilised. (BCA, 2001, p. 21) 
2.2 Horizontal loads 
2.2.1 Wind load 
Among different types of horizontal loads, the wind actions have the 
most impact on structure. According to Eurocode, the influence of wind 
on structure relies on the dynamic properties, shape and size of the 
structure. (SFS-EN 1991-1-4, 2005, p. 17) 
 
Wind actions change irregularly by time and act as pressures directly on 
the outer surfaces of the enclosed structure and indirectly on the inner 
surfaces. When it comes to open structures, wind actions now act directly 
on the internal surface. Pressures that act on the areas of the surface will 
create forces normal to the structural surface or of the individual 
cladding components. When wind load acts on the large areas of 
structures, there may be significant friction forces acting tangentially to 
the surface. If nothing else is specified, the wind actions are considered 
as variable fixed load. (SFS-EN 1991-1-4, 2005, p. 17) 
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To understand the wind action on structure, the set of pressures or 
forces are simplified. The effects of these pressures and forces are similar 
to the extreme effects of the turbulent wind. 
 
The velocity of the wind pressure is various depending on the terrain 
height, roughness and orography. Also, large and considerably higher 
neighbouring structures and closely spaced buildings or other obstacles 
also play the important role on defining mean wind.  
 
The net pressure on the roof, wall or elements is different between the 
pressures on the opposed surfaces with considered signs. Pressure that is 
directed towards the surface is assumed to be positive. The pressure 
directed away from the surface is taken as negative. 
 
Figure 4 Wind pressure on surfaces (SFS-EN 1991-1-4, 2005, p. 25) 
 
When the total area of all surfaces parallel with the wind is equivalent or 
less than 4 times the sum of area in all external surfaces perpendicular to 
the wind, the effects of wind friction on the surface can be disregarded. 
In the sum of the wind forces acting on the structure, the lack of 
correlation of wind pressures between the windward and leeward sides is 
considered. (SFS-EN 1991-1-4, 2005, pp. 19-25) 
2.2.2 Geometric Imperfection 
In the analysis of members and structures, the unfavourable effects of 
deviations in the geometry of structure and the loading position are 
considered. Imperfections are taken into consideration in ultimate limit 
states in persistent and accidental design situations.  
 
Horizontal loads due to such geometric imperfection are calculated 
according to the method given in Eurocode 1992-1-1, 2004, pp. 54-56. 
 
Figure 5 below shows the effect of geometric imperfections. 
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Figure 5 The effect of the geometric imperfections (SFS-EN 1992-1-1, 
2004, p. 56) 
2.3 Vertical loads 
The vertical actions on a structure include snow loads, imposed loads and 
dead loads. The vertical actions are combined for each floor and 
transferred by the bearing components of the structure. 
Vertical load also affects the geometric imperfection and the stiffness of 
the building. 
2.4 Consequences classes of the building and accidental load cases 
The designing of a building strategy is acceptable when neither the whole 
building nor an individual part of it will collapse in case that localised 
failure was sustained. This strategy should provide a building with the 
sufficient robustness in order to withstand a reasonable range of 
unexpected accidental actions. 
 
Consequence classes can be defined as shown in Table 1 below when 
considering the different cases of failure or malfunction of the structure. 
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Table 1 Definition of consequences classes (SFS-EN 1990, 2002, p. 58)
 
 
Along with three consequences classes, the building types and 
occupancies are pointed out with specific descriptions in the following 
categorisation. The categorisation shows the low, medium and high 
consequences classes. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 2006, p. 34) 
 
Table 2 Categorisation of consequences classes
 
 
According to National Building Code of Finland, consequence class CC3 
will be divided into CC3a and CC3b. Consequence class CC3a includes 
residential buildings, office buildings, commercial buildings with 9–15 
storeys and other buildings with 9–15 storeys that have a similar 
intended use and load bearing system. Basement storeys are also 
regarded as the number of storeys. Consequence class CC3b includes 
other buildings with more than 8 storeys, concert halls, theatres, sports 
and exhibitions halls and spectator galleries. Heavily loaded buildings or 
buildings with large spans that are often occupied by a large number of 
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people and special structures according to a case-by-case assessment will 
also be included in this class. (Ministry of the Environment, 2016, pp. 39-
41) 
 
According to Eurocode and National Building Code of Finland, the 
following recommended strategies should provide an acceptable level of 
robustness. 
2.4.1 Consequence class CC1  
For consequences class CC1, there is no specific consideration regarding 
accidental actions from unidentified reason. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 2006, p. 
34) 
2.4.2 Consequence class CC2a  
In the addition to the operating principles related to consequences class 
CC1, horizontal ties for framed or effective anchorage of suspended 
floors to load-bearing walls should be provided for the consequence class 
CC2a. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 2006, p. 35) 
2.4.3 Consequence class CC2b  
When it comes to consequence class CC2b, in addition to recommended 
strategies for consequence class CC1, horizontal ties shall be used in 
horizontal structures and vertical ties shall be used in every load bearing 
columns and walls. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 2006, p. 35) 
 
Alternatively, the vertical structures shall be bound to horizontal 
structures. In this consequence class, another important matter is that 
the building needs to be checked to make sure that when notionally 
removing each supporting column and each beam supporting a column, 
or any section of load-bearing wall which is defined in SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 
section A.7, the building stays stable and local damage does not exceed 
an acceptable limit. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 2006, p. 35) 
 
In the case where the notional removal of the columns and sections of 
walls is made by an extent of damage that overreaches the agreed limit, 
such elements must be designed as a “key element”. (SFS-EN 1991-1-7, 
2006, p. 35) 
2.4.4 Consequence class CC3 (CC3a and CC3b) 
For consequence class CC3, a systematic risk assessment must be taken 
into account in both foreseeable and unforeseeable consequence cases.  
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In National Building Code of Finland, for consequence classes CC3a and 
CC3b, the recommended strategies are the same as consequence class 
CC2b.  
 
Those parts of the building in which the notional removal of a column or 
a load-bearing wall section makes a horizontal structure with horizontal 
ties act as an overhang shall also be inspected. (Ministry of the 
Environment, 2016, p. 41) 
 
All the tie systems used in various consequence classes will be discussed 
in the following section, “Shear joints in precast wall elements”. 
The method and consequence class definition will be summarized in 
section 4.1. 
3 SHEAR JOINTS IN PRECAST WALL ELEMENTS 
3.1 Function of joint or tie  
According to SFS-EN 1992-1-1 2004, a suitable tying system is needed in 
structures which are not designed to withstand unpredictable accidental 
actions. This will provide alternative load paths after load damage to 
prevent progressive collapse. In order to satisfy this requirement, a 
prefabricated building must be equipped with peripheral ties, internal 
ties, horizontal column or wall ties, and if necessary, vertical ties, 
particularly in panel buildings. If a building is divided into structurally 
independent sections by expansion joints, an independent tying system is 
needed in each section. The reinforcement joints must guarantee to act 
at its characteristic strength and be capable of carrying tensile forces. 
Moreover, the reinforcement used for other purposes in columns, walls, 
beams and floors may help to provide part of or the whole of these ties.  
 
Figure 6 shows the tying system. 
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Figure 6 Tying system (Betoninormikortti 23, 2012, p. 19) 
 
The design of joints is based on the stresses and forces between the 
elements and the geometry of the structure. The joints must withstand 
all loads and the resulting stresses that the joints are likely to be exposed 
to during the construction and normal operation of the building. The 
stress between the elements is caused by permanent and variable, 
temperature changes, force constraints, eccentricities and skewness of 
the structure. In addition to these, the dimensioning of the joints should 
also take into account the accident loads. (Liitosten toiminta, N.d) 
The joints are designed so that the compressive forces caused by the 
vertical loads are completely transferred through concrete structures to 
the foundation and into the ground. The horizontal forces, in turn, are 
transmitted through the connecting parts from the structural part to the 
other and finally through the foundations to the ground. The horizontal 
forces are usually taken either as a pulling force on the slabs parallel to 
the plane of the slab or as vertical shear force. (Liitosten toiminta, N.d) 
 
3.1.1 Peripheral and internal ties 
Peripheral and internal ties should be needed around the perimeter of 
each floor and roof level and inside the two right angle direction. They 
should be continued and placed closely as possible to the edges of floors 
and lines of columns and walls. The peripheral and internal ties in 
different consequence classes are not discussed in this thesis, regarding 
precast wall elements connection. (Ministry of the Environment, 2016, p. 
41) 
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3.1.2 Horizontal ties to columns and walls 
It is recommended that edge columns and walls should be tied to every 
floor and roof. Such tie forces follow the characteristic value of the 
permanent action 𝑔𝑘 for the horizontal structure. The ties must have 
ability to sustain the following forces in accidental limit state according to 
different consequences classes. 
 
In consequences classes CC2a and CC2b, the tie force will follow these 
formulas. (Ministry of the Environment, 2016, p. 45) 
 
{
 
 
 
 𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑒 = 20 
𝑘𝑁
𝑚
. 𝑠, when 𝑔𝑘 ≥ 3.0 𝑘𝑁/𝑚
2 
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑒 = 3 
𝑘𝑁
𝑚
. 𝑠, when 𝑔𝑘 ≤ 2.0 𝑘𝑁/𝑚
2
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑒 ≤ 150𝑘𝑁
 
Where: 
𝑔𝑘 is the characteristic value of the permanent action for the horizontal 
structure  
s is the calculation width of the tie force; s is measured according to 
figure 7.  
 
In consequences classes CC3a and CC3b, the tie force is calculated as the 
following formula (Ministry of the Environment, 2016, p. 45) 
 
{
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑒 = 𝐹𝑡.
ℎ
2,5𝑚
. 𝑠
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑒 ≤ 2.𝐹𝑡. 𝑠
 
Where, 
 𝐹𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
48𝑘𝑁/𝑚
(16 + 2,1. 𝑛𝑠)𝑘𝑁/𝑚
 
h is the storey height; s is the calculated width of the tie force and 𝑛𝑠 is 
the number of storeys. 
The width of the tie force, s is calculated like the following example.  
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Figure 7 Example of width s calculation (Betoninormikortti 23, 2012, p. 
22) 
3.1.3 Vertical ties 
Continuous vertical ties from the foundations to the roof level will be 
needed in every column and wall. The columns and walls which carry 
vertical actions should be able to resist an accidental design tensile load 
as well as the largest design vertical permanent and temporary load 
acting on the column from any storey. The tensile force is then anchored 
to the next floor. In load-bearing wall structures, vertical ties may be 
placed at the concrete seam or distributed along the length of the wall. 
The outermost vertical ties are located at a distance of maximum 3m 
from the free-standing end of that wall. (Ministry of the Environment, 
2016, p. 46) 
3.2 Transfer of shear force in concrete construction  
3.2.1 Shear at the interface between concrete cast at different time 
In precast concrete, when concrete is cast at different times, there is 
shear that occurs in the interface between new and old concrete. The 
shear stress at the interface should satisfy the following formula 
according to SFS-EN 1992-1-1 2004, p. 92. 
𝑣𝐸𝑑𝑖 ≤ 𝑣𝑅𝑑𝑖  
 
𝑣𝐸𝑑𝑖  is the design value of shear stress between old and new concrete’s 
boundary and can be defined as the following formula. 
𝑣𝐸𝑑𝑖 =
𝛽. 𝑉𝐸𝑑
𝑧. 𝑏𝑖
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Where: 
𝛽 is the ratio of the longitudinal force in the new concrete area and the 
total longitudinal force in the tension or compression zone which is  
calculated for the section considered 
𝑉𝐸𝑑  is the transverse shear force 
𝑧 is the lever arm of composite section 
𝑏𝑖  is the width of the interface 
𝑣𝑅𝑑𝑖  is the design shear resistance between old and new concrete’s 
boundary. 
𝑣𝑅𝑑𝑖 = 𝑐. 𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑑 + 𝜇. 𝜎𝑛 + 𝜌. 𝑓𝑦𝑑 . (𝜇. 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼) ≤ 𝑜, 5. 𝑣. 𝑓𝑐𝑑  
 
Where: 
𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑑  is the design tensile strength,  
𝜎𝑛is stress per unit area caused by the minimum external normal force 
along the interface that can act simultaneously with the shear force, 
positive for compression, when 𝜎𝑛  <  0.6 · 𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑑 , and negative for tension. 
When 𝜎𝑛 is tensile 𝑐. 𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑑  should equal 0, 
𝜌 =  
𝐴𝑠
𝐴𝑖
  
 
𝐴𝑠 is the area of reinforcement crossing the interface, including ordinary 
shear reinforcement, with sufficient anchorage at two sides of the 
interface. 
𝐴𝑖 is the area of the joint. 
α is defined in Figure 8, 45° ≤ α ≤ 90°. 
𝑣 is a strength reduction factor,  
𝑣 =  0.6 · (1 −
𝑓𝑐𝑘
250
) 
𝑐 and 𝜇 are factors which is defined by the roughness of the interface, as 
shown in Table 3 below. 
 
Table 3 Effect of interface roughness (SFS-EN 1992-1-1, 2004, p. 93) 
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Figure 8 Indented construction joint between new and old concrete (SFS-
EN 1992-1-1, 2004, p. 93) 
3.2.2 Principle of shear force transfer 
In order to transfer shear force between concrete elements, adhesion or 
friction at joint interfaces, shear-key effect at indented joint faces, dowel 
action of transverse steel bars, pins and bolts, or other mechanical 
connection devices can be applied. (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 199)   
 
If a joint face meets certain roughness, shear forces can be transmitted 
by fiction even when the joint is cracked. In general, internal compressive 
forces are generated along a joint by pull-out resistance of transverse 
reinforcement bars, bolts, etc. When the joint is subjected to shear 
sliding, the transverse reinforcement bars, bolts, etc. are strained. In 
conclusion, it is possible to transfer shear by fiction when a joint faces are 
rough and transverse compression exists. (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 199)   
 
Figure 9 below shows the compression along the joint. 
 
 
 
Figure 9 a) External compression along the joint, b) and c) compression is 
created by transverse bars across the joint (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 199)   
 
Due to imposed shear displacements, reinforcement bars, bolts, etc. 
across joints can contribute to the shear resistance by their dowel action 
as shown in Figure 10 below.  
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Figure 10 Transferring shear by dowel action in bolt, pin or bar, a) dowel 
pin in single and double fixation case, b) Failure with plastic hinge in the 
dowel and the local crushing of concrete (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 201) 
 
The shear joint resistance by dowel action is calculated from the 
following formula. (Betoninormikortti 23, 2012, p. 42) 
 
𝑉𝑅𝑑 =
1,2. 𝜙2. √𝑓𝑐𝑘 . 𝑓𝑦𝑘
𝛾𝑐
 
 
Where 𝜙 is diameter of the dowel,  𝑓𝑐𝑘  is the concrete strength, 𝑓𝑦𝑘 is the 
steel strength of the dowel and 𝛾𝑐  is partial safety factor for concrete (1,0 
in accidents and 1,5 in normal breakdown). 
 
In vertical shear joints, shear key is the most common alternative due to 
its capability to transfer shear in the mechanical way. The shear keys are 
part of the joint with or without indented faces. They work as mechanical 
interlocks and avoid significant slip at the interface. The horizontal 
component of the inclined compressive force must be balanced by the 
transverse tensile force.  
 
Figure 11 below shows the diagonal compressive strut across the shear 
key. 
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Figure 11 Diagonal compressive strut across the shear key. (CEB-FIB, 
2008, p. 248) 
 
When shear is loaded along the joint in this type of connection, the shear 
resistance depends on the strength of the shear keys with the transverse 
reinforcement or other tie arrangement. In order to prevent the joint 
from uncontrolled separation, transverse reinforcement or other 
transverse tie arrangements are distributed, according to Figure 12. b-c. 
The transverse reinforcement can be concentrated on the ends of the 
wall element which is rarely used in Finland (b) or be distributed along 
the wall’s height (c). (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 200)  
 
 
Figure 12 Vertical joint connection between wall panels, a) indented joint 
face of wall panel, b) tying reinforcement in the horizontal joint, c) 
overlapping loops along the joint  
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3.2.3 Vertical shear joints of wall elements 
Wind load, additional gravity and other horizontal loads cause shear 
forces on the vertical joints of the elements. The higher the building is, 
the greater shear forces and bending moments are applied to the lowest 
layers. These shear forces tend to cause slippage at the interface of the 
elements. In order to make the elements work as a uniform plate, they 
must be bonded to each other by load-bearing joints. The most common 
types of vertical joints in Finland are cable tie connections and steel link 
joints. When the capacities of these joints exceed the capacity of the 
heavily loaded joints, it is possible to use additional seam profiling in 
addition to the steel loops.  
 
Figure 13 below shows the shear forces acting on stiffening tower 
elements. 
 
 
Figure 13 Shear forces of vertical joints in stiffening tower elements 
(BY210, 2005, p. 571) 
 
Figure 14 below shows the shear forces at joint in consist of 2 wall 
elements. 
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Figure 14 Shear forces at joint in consist of 2 wall elements (BY210, 2005, 
p. 191) 
3.3 Vertical Shear joints of wall panels with loop connection 
Vertical Shear joint is used to transfer tensile forces, bending moments 
and shear forces. The connection can meet failure in the result from 
breach of reinforcement bars, crushing of the joint concrete (mortar) or 
fracture of the joint concrete in the plane of overlapping loops. The most 
common types of failure are shown in Figure 15. When there is 
degradation of shear keys, the shear-key effect decreases and the 
behaviour changes to a frictional phrase. A significant shear slip will 
happen along the cracked section.  
 
Figure 15 Typical failure types in shear key connection (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 
200) 
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From left to right, there are longitudinal shearing cracks in keys, crushing 
and shearing off of key corners. The very right picture is dislocation or slip 
between the contact surfaces. 
 
In order to achieve the acceptable behaviour, transverse reinforcement 
in the overlap loop is needed. The tensile force is transferred thanks to 
inclined compressive struts between loops, as shown in Figure 16. (CEB-
FIB, 2008, p. 192)  
 
 
Figure 16 Forces transfer in loop connection, a) radial stress against 
bending inside loop, b) diagonal compressive strut between overlapping 
loops (CEB-FIB, 2008, p. 192) 
 
According to CEB-FIB, 2008, pp. 192-193, the minimum transverse force 
of the lacer reinforcement in order to ensure yielding of the loops is:  
 
𝐹𝑡 = 2. 𝑁𝑦. 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜃 
 
Where Ny is the yield load of one leg of U-bar and 𝜃 is strut inclination 
between adjacent overlapping U-bars. 
The horizontal equilibrium of one U-bar provides this following formula.  
 
σc,rad =
π. 𝜙
4. 𝑟
. 𝑓𝑦  
 
Where:  
σc,rad is the bearing stress; 
𝑟 is the bending radius of U-bar;  
𝜙 is the diameter of the U-bar. 
 
The bending radius should meet the following requirement. 
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{
𝑟 ≥
π.Φ
4. σc,rad
. 𝑓𝑦
𝑟 ≥ 8.𝜙
 
 
A limitation of the bearing stress (σc,rad) is shown as: 
 
σc,rad ≤ {
𝑓𝑐 . √
𝑏𝑖
𝜙
3. 𝑓𝑐
 
 
Where 𝑏𝑖 = 2. (𝑐𝑒 +
𝜙
2
) and 𝑏𝑖 ≥ 𝑡, 
              𝑐𝑒 is the concrete cover between U-bar and edge of the element 
and t is the transverse spacing of adjacent overlapping loops. 
 
Moreover, the shear resistance of the joint or U-bar connection without a 
concrete dowel is shown in the following formula. (Betoninormikortti 23, 
2012, p. 43) 
 
𝑉𝑅𝑑 =
0,14. 10−3. √𝑓𝑐𝑘,𝑠.
𝐴𝑠
𝑠 . 𝑓𝑦𝑘
𝛾𝑐,𝑎𝑐𝑐
 
 
Where 𝑓𝑐𝑘,𝑠 is the concrete seam cylinder strength in MPa, 
𝐴𝑠
𝑠
 is the 
sectional area per meter for various loop spacing in 𝑚𝑚2/𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑦𝑘 is the 
steel strength of the loop in MPa and 𝛾𝑐  is partial safety factor for 
concrete (1,0 in accidents and 1,5 in normal breakdown). 
3.3.1 U-bar connections 
Since the 1960s, keyed joints reinforced with overlapping U-bars have 
been used for vertical shear connections between precast concrete wall 
elements. 
 
The overlapped U-bars which are normally placed pairwise with contact 
form a cylindrical core in the connection. Such shear connections are 
subsequently grouted with mortar. The reinforcement, or so-called 
locking bar(s), is placed in the cylindrical core. In practice, the assembly 
sequence of the precast elements requires that wall elements have to be 
installed vertically.  In addition, the connection operation is only possible 
when the overlapping U-bars are bent up prior to installation. The U-bars 
are straightened again to form the loops when the elements are placed in 
the desired position. (Jørgensen, 2014, p. 126)  
 
Hence, this will cause the reduction of steel strength if U-bars are re-
bent. 
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Figure 17 below shows the wall connection using U-bars. 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Transverse, overlapping U-bars distributed along the joint 
(Sørensen, Hoang, Olesen, & Fischer, 2017, p. 190) 
 
When U-bars with the diameter larger than 10 – 12 mm, bending up and 
manual straightening after installation is not an ideal option. Therefore, 
normally, 6 – 8 mm U-bars are used. However, due to the small dimeter, 
the connection procedure will limit the cross-section area of the bars, 
which also limit the strength of joint. Hence, such U-bar connection can 
be considered as a ductile connection. The conventional shear 
connection is not feasible to use, for example, in shear walls of tall 
buildings with considerable horizontal loads. (Sørensen, Hoang, Olesen, & 
Fischer, 2017, p. 190) 
 
Table 4 below indicates the shear resistance of the joint without a 
concrete dowel for different diameter of U-bars and concrete seam 
strength. The calculation is based on the method shown in Chapter 3.3, p. 
20. 
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Table 4 Shear resistance of the joint without a concrete dowel for 
different diameter of U-bars and concrete seam strength 
 
3.3.2 Wire loops connection  
Similar to U-bar loop connection which is discussed in Section 2.3.1, the 
wire loops form a cylindrical core in which the transverse reinforcement 
is placed. The connection is also grouted with concrete. However, 
understanding the difficulty of U-bar connection in bending stiffness, the 
wire loop connection has the advantage of being flexible; in other words, 
they have virtually no bending stiffness, which makes vertical installation 
for precast concrete elements (wall panels) easier.  
 
In this section, three wire loops products from different suppliers are 
studied. These products are Peikko PVL® Connecting Loops, shown in 
Figure 18 below, Halfen HLB Loop Box and RSteel RVL Single Wire Loop 
Box.  
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Figure 18 PVL® Connecting Loops (Peikko, Technical Manual. PVL® 
Connecting Loop. Wall Connecting Loop Box with single wire, 2019, p. 2) 
 
Wire ropes using in the loops are high strength wires (𝑓𝑢 > 1000 𝑀𝑃𝑎). 
Different from normal reinforcement, the wires ropes have no ductile 
stress-strain relationship and have a brittle tensile failure without yield 
plateau. (Jørgensen, 2014, p. 129) 
 
According to the ductility characteristics in Eurocode 2, 2004, the wire 
ropes do not meet the requirement. The stress-strain curves for typical 
hot rolled and cold worked steel are shown below in Figure 19. 
 
 
Figure 19 Absolute values for stress-strain diagrams of typical 
reinforcement steel (SFS-EN 1992-1-1, 2004, p. 39) 
 
The load-displacement curves for test of wire ropes provided by Peikko 
are shown in the following figure 20 (Jørgensen, 2014, p. 132). 
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Figure 20 Wire rope test of PVL wire loop 
 
To overcome the problem of brittle failure and to redistribute stress, loop 
connections should be designed as “the strongest link” in the connection 
(Jørgensen, 2014, p. 133). 
 
Wire loops connection transfers tension loads perpendicular to the joint 
by the overlap of wire loop. The compression loads are transmitted to the 
grout fill when the loops are tensioned. This tension load must be taken 
up by the vertical reinforcement bars. It is recommended to specify a 
tension load that does not exceed 10kN per loop in characteristic value in 
consideration of the serviceability limit state. (Halfen, 2016, p. 12) 
 
The wire loop, in general, is designed to transfer vertical shear forces, 
transverse shear forces and tensile forces.  
 
Figure 21 below shows the transfer of tension loads perpendicular to the 
joint. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21 Direction of tensile force (Halfen, 2016, p. 12) 
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It is assumed that the strut is formed between the concrete flanks of the 
opposing precast elements.  The overlapping cable loops transfer the 
tension load. To transfer the shear loads perpendicular to the joint, it is 
important to consider the geometry of the joint and the transverse 
reinforcement. (Halfen, 2016, p. 13) 
 
Figure 22 below shows the shear force perpendicular to the joint. 
 
 
Figure 22: Shear force perpendicular to the joint (Halfen, 2016, p. 13) 
 
Figure 23 Direction of transversal shear force (Halfen, 2016, p. 13) 
 
The value of the tension and compression loads which is formed by shear 
loads parallel to the joint shown in the Figure 23 above depends on the 
angle ϑ shown in the following Figure 24. The tension load is then 
transferred to the overlapping loops. (Halfen, 2016, p. 12) 
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Figure 24 Vertical shear force acting on the connection (Halfen, 2016, p. 
12) 
 
Resistances of wire loops connections are dependent on the loop spacing 
and compression strength of the concrete seam. The concrete seam is 
recommended to have minimum the same compression strength as the 
concrete used for wall panels, minimum C25/30 (Peikko, Technical 
Manual. PVL® Connecting Loop. Wall Connecting Loop Box with single 
wire, 2019, p. 27).  
 
Different wire loop products from various supplier give different technical 
resistance value.  
 
The tensile resistance for different types of PVL Connecting loop is 
defined according to Table 5 below.  
 
Table 5 Tensile resistance of PVL®60-120, PVL®140 and PVL®SOLO Wire 
loop (Peikko, Technical Manual. PVL® Connecting Loop. Wall Connecting 
Loop Box with single wire, 2019, p. 10) 
 
 
Hence, the tensile resistances of PVL Connecting Loop per meter will be:   
 
Table 6-9 show the design vertical shear resistance of PVL products from 
Peikko. 
 
Table 6 Design vertical shear resistance of PVL®60-120, PVL®140 and 
PVL®SOLO Wire loop (Peikko, Technical Manual. PVL® Connecting Loop. 
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Wall Connecting Loop Box with single wire, 2019, p. 11)
 
 
Hence, the vertical shear resistances of PVL Connecting Loop per meter 
will be:   
 
In other words, with the same calculation, the vertical shear resistance of 
PVL Connection Loop per metre can be shown as in Tables 7-8. 
 
Table 7 Design vertical shear resistance per metre of PVL®60-120 Wire 
loop (Peikko, 2012, p. 6) 
 
 
Table 8 Design vertical shear resistance per metre of PVL®140 Wire loop 
(Peikko, 2012, p. 6) 
 
 
The design transverse shear resistance of PVL products is determined in 
the Table 9. In this part, only smooth joint is taken into account.  
 
Table 9: Transverse shear resistance for PVL®60-120, PVL®140 and 
PVL®SOLO (Peikko, 2019, p. 13) 
 
 
Hence, the transverse shear resistances of PVL Connecting Loop per 
meter will be: 
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According to RSteel Single loop box technical manual, the resistance for 
combined forces is calculated as the following equation 
 
𝑉𝐸𝑑
𝑉𝑅𝑑
+
𝑁𝐸𝑑
𝑁𝑅𝑑
+
𝐹𝐸𝑑
𝐹𝑅𝑑
≤ 1 
 
Where 𝑉𝐸𝑑 , 𝑁𝐸𝑑  and 𝐹𝐸𝑑  are design value of longitudinal shear force, 
transversal shear force and tensile force sequentially. 𝑉𝑅𝑑 , 𝑁𝑅𝑑  and 𝐹𝑅𝑑 
are design value of resistance of longitudinal shear force, transversal 
shear force and tensile force sequentially.  
 
Resistance calculation does not take cracks or deformations within the 
joint into consideration. Also, the steel boxes and the seam are assumed 
to be fully filled with concrete (RSteel, 2018, p. 17). However, this matter 
is raised in the real life construction situation where the concrete seam 
pouring, extra (vertical or horizontal) reinforcement and the geometry of 
wire loop and also of U-bar connection meet some certain difficulty. This 
matter will be discussed in the Section 6.  
 
There are some rules when using wire loop connection for precast 
concrete wall elements. When it comes to connection for fire resistance 
load bearing walls, the concrete cover should be taken into account so 
that the wire loop will not reach its critical temperature; for example, in 
PVL connecting loops, critical temperature is 350°C. Moreover, the loops 
cannot be used for lifting purposes. Last but not least, the connection 
loops cannot be used in the joints where there are seismic or dynamic 
strains that exceed the deformation capacity of the concrete seam. 
(Peikko, 2012, pp. 4-5) 
 
According to Halfen, if imposed deformations cannot be excluded, the 
crack width of the concrete seam must not restrictedly exceed 0.3mm. 
Transverse loads do not lead to an extra crack opening. (Halfen, 2016, p. 
7)  
4 CASE STUDIES 
4.1 Procedure for determining consequences classes 
The graph shown in Figure 25 below is a summary of definitions of 
consequences classes for different type of building and occupancy 
according to National Building Code of Finland, National annexes to 
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Eurocode SFS-EN 1991, 2016. This matter was pointed out in the section 
2.4. 
 
Along with these definitions, accidental cases were considered within 
different consequences classes. 
Figure 25 Procedures for determining consequences classes according to 
National Building Code of Finland, National annexes to Eurocode SFS-EN 
1991, 2016 
 
For consequence class 1 and consequence class 2a, the vertical tie is 
designed following the SFS-EN 1992-1-1, section 9.10. Moreover, the 
vertical reinforcement bars to support such ties or so-called transverse 
steel bars are taken into account according to the technical manual of 
vertical shear joints for wall panels, for example  PVL Connecting Loop 
Technical Manual. In these consequence classes, there is no specific 
consideration for vertical tie regarding accidental actions from 
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unidentified reason. These matters or rules were discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 2.4.  
 
In consequence class 2b and 3a, accidental cases are considered, for 
vertical ties especially, according to Betoninormikortti 23, 2012, pp. 31-
32, the load-bearing or stiffening wall element is attached to the upper 
load-bearing structure by a vertical force of magnitude.  
𝐹𝑣 = 𝐺𝑠 + 𝐺𝑘 + 𝑄𝑘  
 
Where:  
𝐺𝑠 is the weight of the wall element 
𝐺𝑘 is the characteristic value of a constant load on the wall element from 
a single layer 
𝑄𝑘  is the specific value of the variable loads on a wall element from a 
single layer 
 
The fastening can also be placed in a vertical seam between the wall 
elements, provided that the centre distance of the fasteners does not 
exceed 6 m. If the required fasteners described above are placed in joints 
between wall elements, the force transfer from element to seam must be 
ensured by pins or loops extending from the edge of the element to the 
seam. The total capacity per element is equivalent to the required joint 
force Fv, as shown in Figure 26 below. 
  
Figure 26: Tie system and tie force in load-bearing wall element 
(Betoninormikortti 23, 2012, p. 32) 
4.2 General information 
The study case examined in the thesis is an example of an office building. 
The building is eight stories height with three shear cores. According to 
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the above information of the building and information given in the 
section 2.4 and 4.1, the consequence class used to determine the 
structural design method is CC2b. 
 
In this case, accidental cases will be taken into account in the calculation.  
Overall view of the building is shown in Tekla model in Figure 27 below, 
and plan view is shown in Figure 28. 
 
 
Figure 27 Overall view of project model 
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Figure 28 Plan view of the office building (4th floor view)   
4.3 ROBOT Structural Analysis  
A model view of the reference project was separated by using ROBOT 
Structural Analysis. The model view is shown below in Figure 29. 
 
 
Figure 29 General ROBOT model view of the reference project 
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4.3.1 General loads  
The given structure is subjected to four load types. These types of loads 
are dead loads, live loads, wind loads and additional loads which results 
in the imperfection of the building. The loads are categorized according 
to their nature in Table 10. This thesis only focuses on vertical shear 
connection between wall elements. The critical load combinations that 
have the most effect on vertical shear in walls are listed in Tables 10-12. 
 
Table 10 Types of loads applied to the structure
 
 
In Table 11, load values are defined in different load cases. 
The load combinations are defined according to Eurocode SFS-EN 1990 in 
Equation 6.10. 
 
Table 12 gives such combination in this example project.  
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Table 11 Load value
 
 
Table 12 Load combinations 
 
4.3.2 Wind loads 
Wind loads are calculated according to EN1991-1-4. The direction of wind 
loads applied to the superstructure is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31. 
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Figure 30 Wind loads in the shorter surface of the building (+y direction) 
 
Figure 31 Wind loads in the shorter surface of the building (-y direction) 
4.3.3 Geometric imperfection  
Horizontal loads due to geometric imperfection are calculated following 
the method given in Eurocode 1992-1-1, section 5.2. It is noted that the 
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horizontal loads are calculated from the design vertical loads. Therefore, 
these loads were not multiplied with any additional factor. Figure 31 and 
Figure 32 show the horizontal loads acting on the building. 
 
 
Figure 31 Horizontal load in +y direction of the building. 
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Figure 32 Horizontal load in -y direction of the building. 
4.3.4 Results 
The shear core marked with letter X shown in Figure 33 was used as 
reference in designing shear connecting between wall panels. The 
concrete strength used for the seam is C30/37.  
 
 
Figure 33 Part of project’s dimensional drawing and location of reference 
shear core 
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By using Panel Cuts method or Reduced Results in Robot, Figures 34-35 
give a result for shear between two panels. The result is taken from load 
combination 15 which is pointed out in Table 11, in Chapter 4.3.1, p. 34. 
 
On the first floor of the building, it is noticed that the shear force is the 
biggest.  
 
 
Figure 34: Vertical shear in wall panels of the referent building 
 
In Figure 34, the first column shows the selected panels, their cut which is 
defined by two nodes at the end of the panels and the load case that is 
currently analysed. The second column shows the shearing force in panel 
cut. The panel height is given in the last column. 
 
Selecting only the two panels in the first level, we have the following 
results. It is noticed that with load combination 15 shown in Table 12, 
mentioned in Chapter 4.3.1, p. 34,  the shear in that cut is the biggest 
among four corners of the shear core. In order words, that corner gives 
the most critical shear load in that case. Hence, choosing shear joint 
connection for each storey will be based on that corner shear result.  
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Figure 35 Selected panels in the first floor and their shearing force at the 
cut 
 
Two panels meet at the cut 43067-42378. The shear of the smaller panel 
(panel 366 as in ”Reduced results for panels” table) in the joint is 
302.05kN. For the bigger panel (panel 3638), the shear is 290,95kN. 
Hence, with the height of panel is 4.2m, the vertical shear in meter is 
about 141.2kN/m. 
 
Applying the same method, the vertical shear result in wall joints of that 
shear core is given in Table 13 below. According to Peikko-PVL 
Connecting Loop vertical shear resistance provided in table 7 and table 8 
in Chapter 3.3.2, p. 27, wire loops were applied in different level.  
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Table 13 Vertical shear result in wall joint
 
4.3.5 Accidental case 
In accidental cases, as mentioned in section 2.4, for consequences class 
CC2b, the design method can be whether to design well-performed 
connecting horizontal and vertical ties or to design a “key element”. 
For this example project, calculating and designing connecting tie is 
applied. The calculation sheet is presented in Appendix 1. 
5 TEKLA MODELING   
5.1 Manufacturer’s recommendation 
When using shear connection loop, in order to design the shear 
connection for wall elements, Peikko gives some recommendations for 
the minimum thickness of the concrete wall and positioning of the PVL® 
Connecting Loop. It is noticed that these recommendations will be 
various between different shear connection loop types from different 
producers. 
 
The minimum values of the wall panel thickness and the joint width are 
listed in Table 14.   
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Table 14 Minimum wall thickness values and width of joint (Peikko, 2019, 
p. 6)
 
 
Another factor that plays an important role in designing connection shear 
connection is the position of the loop according to geometry of joint. This 
matter is shown in Figures 36-38 below. 
 
Figure 36 Recommended dimensions of the joint for PVL®60-120 (Peikko, 
2019, p. 7) 
 
 
 
Figure 37 Recommended dimensions of the joint for PVL®140 (Peikko, 
2019, p. 7) 
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Figure 38 Recommended dimensions of the joint for PVL®SOLO (Peikko, 
2019, p. 7) 
 
 
Figure 39 Minimum spacing of the joint for PVL®Connecting Loop (Peikko, 
2019, p. 8) 
 
When choosing U-bar connection (or Peikko TS Joint/ ARBOX® Joint 
reinforcement), the product dimensions can be found in Peikko ARBOX® 
Joint Reinforcement manual. The product types that are highly focused 
on and commonly used in such shear connection are ARBOX K and ARBOX 
C (or TSK and TSC in another version name), which are shown below in 
Figure 40. 
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Figure 40 ARBOX® Joint Reinforcement product properties according to 
Peikko- ARBOX® Joint Reinforcement Technical Manual-version 02/2019 
  
In practice, in order to fulfil all requirements of connecting loop products 
as well as the preference of factory when making wall panels along the 
loops, the geometry of joint is modified like in the appendix 1. The 
reasons for these changes are discussed in Section 6: On-site 
comments/experiences.  
5.2 Reference project  
In the reference project, some recommend positioning of connecting 
loops and their settings are also made in Tekla Structures 
Figure 41 is the general Tekla model of the project that is calculated in 
Chapter 4. 
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Figure 41 Overall view of project model 
 
Calculated from section 4, PVL®80 and PVL®140 are used to resist the 
vertical shear in wall panels.  
 
The shear resistance for PVL140 k400 is 165kN/m with C30/37 concrete 
seam strength. This is applied in the first floor of the building. In the 
second to the fifth floor PVL80 k300 is used. In this case, the shear 
resistance capacity is 134kN/m. The other last floors have PVL80 k600 
with the shear resistance of 81kN/m (Peikko, 2012, p. 6).   
 
Figure 42 below shows the settings for edge shape between two walls 
with PVL®80. 
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Figure 42 Settings for geometry of the corner joint when using PVL®80 
k300  
 
In more detail, the dimension for such a joint is shown in Figure 43 
below. With different spacing, various shear resistance values are 
pointed out according to Peikko-PVL Connecting Loop Technical Manual. 
 
 
Figure 43 Dimension detail for joint at wall end with PVL®80 and shear 
resistance (kN/m) when using different spacing (300mm and 600mm)  
 
When it comes to two continuous walls, the connection joint is applied as 
the setting below given in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44 Settings for geometry of the joint using PVL®80 k300  
 
Below in Figure 45 is the dimension detail of the joint when using such 
type of connection.  
 
 
Figure 45 Dimension detail for joint with PVL®80 and shear resistance 
(kN/m) when using different spacing (300mm and 600mm) 
 
In the matter of two walls connected with each other in the corner, the 
following settings can be applied as shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Settings for geometry of the joint at wall end using PVL®140. 
The shear resistance for PVL140 k400 is 165kN/m with C30/37 concrete 
seam strength (Peikko, 2012, p. 6). 
 
The dimension detail for this connection can be shown as in Figure 47.  
 
Figure 47: Dimension detail for joint at wall end with PVL®140. Shear 
resistance for PVL140 k400 is 165kN/m. 
 
In this shear core, there is a case when two walls are connected with 
each other as shown in Figure 48.  
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Figure 48 Settings for geometry of the joint using PVL®140. Shear 
resistance for PVL140 k400 is 165kN/m (Peikko, 2012, p. 6). 
 
Below in Figure 49 is the recommended dimension detail for the 
connection joint based on the setting above.  
 
Figure 49 Dimension detail for joint with PVL®140. Shear resistance for 
PVL140 k400 is 165kN/m. 
6 ON-SITE COMMENTS AND EXPERIENCE  
6.1 Wire Loops Connection 
In this section, the matter of wall assembly on-site will be discussed.  
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, U-bars are usually bent twice, the first bend is 
in factory and the last one is on site. This will reduce the strength of steel. 
On the contrary, wire loop is more flexible and virtually has no bending 
stiffness. Hence, wire loop connection is easier to use and it is more 
preferable on site.  
 
There are some certain rules for installing wire loops. The spacing of 
loops has to be strictly designed according to the manufacturing manual. 
An example of incorrect spacing is shown in Figure 50. 
 
 
Figure 50 Loop spacing is bigger than 20mm (Peikko, 2019, p. 26) 
 
Another example of incorrect wire loops installation is the wrong position 
of loop and short transverse bar, shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51 Incorrect installation of wire loops (Peikko, 2019, p. 26) 
 
The correct position of wire loops can be seen in Figure 52 below. 
 
 
Figure 52 Correct installation of wire loops (Peikko, 2019, p. 26) 
 
Another problem rising from wire loops connection is the geometry of 
the concrete joint between two wall panels. This affects the concrete 
seam pouring work. 
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In case that wire loops have to transfer shear loads perpendicular to the 
joint as shown in Figure 22 in Chapter 3.3.2, p. 25, the geometry of joint 
using for such wire loops connection is particularly important.  
 
This joint has to be followed according to manufacturing design manual 
mentioned in section 5.1. 
 
The concrete joint has to be closed as shown in Figure 22 in Chapter 
3.3.2, p. 25. Therefore, it may be difficult when installing wire loops due 
to narrow zone. Moreover, the seam concrete pouring has to be done on 
the top of the wall joint as shown in Figure 53. 
 
 
Figure 53 Filling the joint (Halfen, 2016, p. 3) 
 
If the wall joint is designed not to withstand any shear force that is 
perpendicular to it, the geometry of such joints can be flexibly changed 
for easier wire loops installation and seam concrete pouring.  
Since there is no shear force perpendicular to wall joint, the load strut 
shown in Figure 22 is not needed. Hence, one side of the joint can be 
opened more widely. Instead of closed joint as recommended in product 
technical manual, the joint now can be as shown in Figure 54.  
 
 
Figure 54 Example of geometry in wall joint   
 
In this case, the concrete seam pouring is easier to process. Figure 55 
below shows the process of joint casting. 
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Figure 55 Casting of the joint (Peikko, 2019, p. 27) 
 
These rules of geometry can be applied for U-bar connection in such 
cases. Some examples of wall joint can be found in appendix 2.   
6.2 Heavy duty joint 
In fact, if comparing Table 4 with Table 7 and Table 8, provided in Chapter 
3, it is clear that U-bars give a better shear resistance. In more detail, 
according to the same tables, the biggest shear resistance value that U-
bars provide is 445,1kN/m, while PVL®140 only provides the maximum 
shear resistance of 209kN/m. Therefore, when dealing with heavy duty 
joint, U-bars connection is commonly used. However, it is recommended 
to install two wire loops instead of U-bar for heavy duty joint if possible. 
Figure 56 shows the heavy duty joint.  
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Figure 56 (a) Heavy duty U-bars joint, (b) alternative option for heavy 
duty joint with two pairs of wire loops 
 
In this option with two pairs of wire loops, the installation is easier 
compared to U-bars connection.  
 
In the normal case for heavy duty joint, the reinforcement bar is usually 
U-bars with the diameter larger than 10 – 12 mm. Because of big 
diameter bars, bending up and manual straightening after installation is 
not an ideal option. Hence, the wall installation should not be vertical 
inserting as shown in Figure 57 below due to the fact that pre-bend U-
bars will not be used in this case. 
 
Figure 57 Normal wall installation with U-bars connection (Sørensen, 
Hoang, Olesen, & Fischer, 2017, p. 190) 
 
To avoid pre-bend U-bars, wall elements are installed horizontally as 
shown in the Figure 58 below.  
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Figure 58: Wall installation for heavy duty case  
 
Many U-bars are normally needed in this case. The spacing of these bars 
is usually narrow. Therefore, designing U-bars connection regarding 
spacing and joint geometry is highly precise. The design has to meet the 
requirement of construction tolerance according to SFS-EN 13670. For 
concrete construction, the tolerance spacing demanded on this case is 
±10mm. 
 
Some post installed threaded rods that can be used for fully functional 
wall connection are COPRA® Anchoring Coupler and spiral pipe with 
rebar. The function of such rods is to transfer tensile, compression, and 
shear forces through the connection during erection and in the final 
stage. Anchoring couplers can be designed in order to transfer shear and 
axial forces, as well as combinations thereof. (Peikko, 2017, pp. 2-4) 
  
7 CONCLUSION  
In this thesis, shearing force in wall panels was analysed. Different 
consequence classes were studied to ensure a building with a sufficient 
robustness to resist a reasonable range of unanticipated accidental 
actions. Understanding how shear acts in wall joint and choosing the right 
consequence class for the building, the suitable types of connection in 
wall shearing joint were made.  
 
Additionally, different types of joints against the shear force in wall was 
pointed out. The assembling of these joints and adding extra required 
reinforcement on factory/site were also considered in this thesis.  
Moreover, some recommend Tekla settings for wall to wall connection 
using PVL connection were created in order to integrate the studied 
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connection details into the company’s design tools (Tekla Structures) 
library. 
 
Finally, a practice-based method was applied when it comes to 
assembling shearing joint of wall on site /factory. Some comments or 
experience on site was gathered in order to provide the best practice or 
working solutions.  
 
Therefore, the goals of the thesis work were reached. 
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